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Terror and Consent 2013-04-04 the wars against terror have begun but it will take some time before the nature and

composition of these wars is widely understood the objective of these wars is not the conquest of territory or the

silencing of any particular ideology but rather to secure the necessary environment for states to operate according to

principles of consent and make it impossible for our enemies to impose or induce states of terror terror and consent

argues that like so many states and civilizations in the past that suffered defeat we are fighting the last war with

weapons and concepts that were useful to us then but have now been superseded philip bobbitt argues that we

need to reforge links that previous societies have made between law and strategy to realize how the evolution of

modern states has now produced a globally networked terrorism that will change as fast as we can identify it to

combine humanitarian interests with strategies of intervention and above all to rethink what victory in such a war if it

is a war might look like no occupied capitals no treaties no victory parades but the preservation protection and

defence of states of consent this is one of the most challenging and wide ranging books of any kind about our

modern world

International Law and Civil Wars 2013 this book examines the international law of forcible intervention in civil wars in

particular the role of party consent in affecting the legality of such intervention in modern international law it is a near

consensus that no state can use force against another the main exceptions being self defence and actions

mandated by a un security council resolution however one more potential exception exists forcible intervention

undertaken upon the invitation or consent of a government seeking assistance in confronting armed opposition

groups within its territory although the latter exception is of increasing importance the numerous questions it raises

have received scant attention in the current body of literature this volume fills this gap by analyzing the consent

exception in a wide context and attempting to delineate its limits including cases in which government consent power

is not only negated but might be transferred to opposition groups the book also discusses the concept of consensual

intervention in contemporary international law in juxtaposition to traditional legal doctrines it traces the development

of law in this context by drawing from historical examples such as the spanish civil war as well as recent cases such

those of the democratic republic of the congo somalia libya and syria this book will be of much interest to students of

international law civil wars the responsibility to protect war and conflict studies and ir in general

The War on Informed Consent 2021-08-24 to preserve public vaccine policy dr paul thomas was disbarred and

discredited discover how he was punished for pursuing the truth for his patients on december 3 2020 the oregon

medical board issued an emergency order to suspend the license of renowned physician paul thomas md the

ostensible reason was that dr thomas posed a threat to public health by failing to vaccinate his pediatric patients

according to the cdc s schedule however the order came just days after thomas published a peer reviewed study

indicating that his unvaccinated patients were the healthiest children in his practice the medical board ignored this

data despite having requested thomas to produce peer reviewed evidence to support his alternative approach dr

paul started out practicing medicine the way he was trained to which meant vaccinating according to the cdc s

routine childhood vaccine schedule but then he went on a journey of awakening becoming what he calls vaccine risk

aware and arrived at a place where no longer in good conscience could he continue business as usual with this one

size fits all approach he left a private group practice to open his own clinic with the foundational principles of

individualized care and respect for the right to informed consent he wrote the vaccine friendly plan with jennifer

margulis phd to help parents navigate the decision making process then the accusations from the medical board

started coming the war on informed consent exposes how the medical board suspended dr thomas s license on

false pretexts illuminating how the true reason for the order was that by practicing informed consent he posed a

threat to public vaccine policy which is itself the true threat to public health

State Consent to Foreign Military Intervention during Civil Wars 2022-04-04 examining the legality of foreign military
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intervention in internal conflicts with the consent of the government this book analyses a to the point account of post

cold war state practice with more than 45 incidents of such interventions on a scale neglected in current scholarship

Women and War in the Twentieth Century 2004 an examination of the way the argentinian military dictatorship was

able to commit human rights abuses because it was abetted by the willingness of argentine civilians to either ignore

or either assist their perpetration

Consent of the Damned 2012 consent legacies representations and frameworks for the future examines the

conceptualisation of consent across various historical periods cultures and disciplines to offer an expansive pluralistic

vision for future articulations of consent as it circulates throughout contemporary life in sexual encounters medical

contexts and media representations this volume is distinctive in its diverse conceptual scope and commitment to

cross disciplinary dialogue accommodating perspectives on consent that are contextually sensitive and culturally

diverse the chapters examine a range of topics from socio cultural engagements with consent in latin american

music feminist movements in pakistan and bdsm in poland to theoretical and pedagogical ones exploring alternative

possibilities for framing and understanding consent through intersectional approaches and institutional curricula

consent legacies representations and frameworks for the future is of value to researchers practitioners

undergraduate and postgraduate students and general readers interested in histories representations and future

possibilities of consent in its many manifestations the introduction and afterword of this book are freely available as

downloadable open access pdfs at taylorfrancis com under a creative commons attribution cc by 4 0 license

Consent 2023-11-10 this study begins with the assumption that individual rights exist and stand as moral obstacles

to the pursuit of national no less than personal interests that assumption might seem to demand a pacifist rejection

of all war for any sustained war effort requires military operations that predictably kill many non combatants most of

whom presumably have a right not to be killed yet the book concludes that sometimes recourse to war is justified its

argument relies on the insights of john locke to develop and defend a framework of rights to serve as the foundation

for a new just war theory

March and April, 1880 ... with an appendix, containing addresses to the Midlothian electors and a letter to Count

Karolyi 1880 revisits the sex wars of the 1970s and 80s and examines their influence on how we think about sexual

harm in the metoo era metoo s stunning explosion on social media in october 2017 radically changed and amplified

conversations about sexual violence as it revealed how widespread the issue is and toppled prominent celebrities

and politicians but as the movement spread a conflict emerged among feminist supporters and detractors about how

punishment should be doled out and how justice should be served the new sex wars reveals that these clashes are

nothing new delving into the contentious debates from the 70s and 80s brenda cossman traces the striking echoes

in the feminist divisions of this earlier period in exploring the history of past conflicts the resistance to finding

common ground the media s pleasure in portraying the debates as polarized cat fights the simplification of

viewpoints as pro and anti sex she shows how they have come to shape the metoo era from the 70s to today

cossman examines tensions between the need for recognition and protection under the law and the colossal and

ongoing failure of that law to redress historic injustice by circumventing law altogether metoo has led us to question

whether justice can be served outside of the courtroom cossman argues for a different way forward one based on

reparative models that focus on shared desired outcomes and the willingness to understand the other side thoughtful

and compelling the new sex wars explores what can been learned from these stories what traps we repeatedly fall

into how we have been denied our anger and where to begin to make law work

War and Individual Rights 2015 this book provides a thorough critical overview of the current debate on the ethics of

war as well as a modern just war theory that can give practical action guidance by recognizing and explaining the

moral force of widely accepted law traditionalist walzerian and revisionist approaches have dominated contemporary
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debates about the classical jus ad bellum and jus in bello requirements in just war theory in this book uwe steinhoff

corrects widely spread misinterpretations of these competing views and spells out the implications for the ethics of

war his approach is unique in that it complements the usual analysis in terms of self defense with an emphasis on

the importance of other justifications that are often lumped together under the heading of lesser evil it also draws on

criminal law and legal scholarship which has been largely ignored by just war theorists ultimately steinhoff rejects

arguments in favor of moral fundamentalism the view that the laws and customs of war must simply follow an

immutable morality in contrast he argues that widely accepted laws and conventions of war are partly constitutive of

the moral rules that apply in a conflict the ethics of war and the force of law will be of interest to scholars and

advanced students working in just war theory applied ethics political philosophy political theory philosophy of law and

criminal and military law

The New Sex Wars 2021-10-26 this book examines the nature and character of naval expeditionary warfare in

particular in peripheral campaigns and the contribution of such campaigns to the achievement of strategic victory

naval powers which can lack the massive ground forces to win in the main theatre often choose a secondary theatre

accessible to them by sea and difficult for their enemies to reach by land giving the sea power and its expeditionary

forces the advantage the technical term for these theatres is peripheral operations the subject of peripheral

campaigns in naval expeditionary warfare is central to the british the us and the australian way of war in the past

and in the future all three are reluctant to engage large land forces because of the high human and economic costs

instead they rely as much as possible on sea and air power and the latter is most often in the form of carrier based

aviation in order to exert pressure on their enemies they have often opened additional theaters in on going regional

and civil wars this book contains thirteen case studies by some of the foremost naval historians from the united

states great britain and australia whose collected case studies examine the most important peripheral operations of

the last two centuries this book will be of much interest to students of naval warfare military history strategic studies

and security studies

History of the Irish Confederation and the War in Ireland, 1641 [-1649]: (1646-1649) History ... by R. Bellings, in

conclusion from vol. vi., p. 48 ; Letters, documents, etc 1891 every major government s military makes plans for

waging wars hoping that they never have to be employed in the early part of the last century the us government

prepared a number of war contingency plans for invading a number of nations both hostile and friendly these color

coded plans were designed for various political and military events some of which actually unfolded in the second

world war never wars the us war plans to invade the world explores and provides details on a number of these key

military invasion plans their triggers units involved etc some of these plans if executed would have altered the globe

or changed the events of the twentieth century and beyond included with this was the 1914 war plan against a

triumphant germany a 1935 plan to attack great britain the 1920s us plans to land forces in mexico to topple their

government a plan for invading china and even a 1905 strike into the heart of canada from a plan to invade the

azores to an incursion into cuba never wars presents never before published plans for the us to strike out at the

world

The Ethics of War and the Force of Law 2020-11-25 from the female soldiers of abu ghraib prison to palestinian

women suicide bombers women and their bodies have been powerful weapons in the afghanistan and iraq wars

kelly oliver reveals how the media and the george w bush administration used metaphors of weaponry to describe

women and female sexuality and forge a link between vulnerability and violence oliver analyzes the discourse

surrounding women sex and gender and the use of women to justify america s decision to go to war she also

considers the cultural meaning or lack of meaning that lead female soldiers at abu ghraib to abuse prisoners just for

fun and the commitment to death made by women suicide bombers she examines the pleasure taken in violence
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and the passion for death and what kind of contexts creates them oliver concludes with a diagnosis of our

fascination with sex violence and death and its relationship with live news coverage and embedded reporting which

naturalizes horrific events and stymies critical reflection

Naval Power and Expeditionary Wars 2010-12-09 born around 1532 in vienne france innocent gentillet was a

huguenot lawyer who fled to geneva after the saint bartholomew s day massacre of 1572 in 1576 he published

discours sur les moyens de bien gouverner maintenir en paix un royaume ou autre principauté contre nicolas

machiavel florentin popularly known as anti machiavel despite a papal ban in 1605 anti machiavel went through

twenty four editions in french latin english german and dutch it was read and used by montaigne and shakespeare

this edition presents simon patericke s 1602 english translation revised for modern spelling and grammar and

explores anti machiavel s connections with other works of the period

The International Law of War 2023-07-24 the us led coalition which launched an invasion of iraq on 20 march 2003

led to a decade long military presence in the country in the run up to that invasion many comparisons were made

with the 1991 gulf war ahmed ijaz malik takes these two instances of military intervention by republican us

governments to highlight how the official discourse of leaders and decision makers has an impact on foreign policy

and its results by taking these two examples he examines how discourse affects real events and the extent to which

the legacy of the cold war has influenced the decisions which are made at the upper echelons of the us government

us foreign policy and the gulf wars critically analyses the post cold war liberal cosmopolitan and realist discourses

related to these two instances of us military intervention using an approach which malik labels critical realism this

book examines the ways in which discourses often act as ideological covers for material interests whilst still not

holding a deterministic view whereby these interests alone shape policies from this perspective this book assesses

the themes of just war humanitarianism and cosmopolitanism it furthermore uses the approach of critical realism to

engage with a variety of arguments on the emerging role of the us as they were displayed in academic discourses

and other intellectual contributions around each of the 1991 and 2003 wars malik relates these discussions to an

analysis of the official discourses documents and policies displayed prior to the 1991 and 2003 wars as well as to an

examination of the resulting actual conduct since the implications of the us military presence in the middle east are

so central to the study of international relations and security studies this book will be invaluable for specialists in

these disciplines as well as for those interested in policy formation and the wider middle east

The History of Mexico and Its Wars 1882 the last day of june 1559 was a gala day in paris the marriages of philip ii

of spain with elizabeth of france daughter of king henry ii and catherine de medici and that of the french king s sister

marguerite with emanuel philibert duke of savoy were to be celebrated but the torches of joy became funeral tapers

before nightfall for henry ii was mortally wounded in the tournament given in honor of the occasion

Never Wars 2017-05-17 on july 25 1943 news of mussolini s resignation and subsequent arrest stunned italians

leaving them dumbfounded after two decades fascism had fallen without any advance warning as festive events

marked the incredible outcome and reminders of the past were destroyed an uncontainable joy seemed to pervade

italians but what did people actually celebrate how did they understand the bygone dictatorship which was soon to

be reincarnated in the italian social republic rsi drawing on more than one hundred diaries written by ordinary

citizens and some prominent figures as well and inspired by raymond williams s concept of structures of feeling the

book examines italians perspectives on fascism at a very critical moment in their history with the country mired in a

devastating war further complicated by the september 8 1943 armistice with the allies and subsequent german

occupation followed by the eruption of an italian against italian conflict the switching of alliances and the declaration

of war against germany on october 13 1943 the fast pace of history seemed to deflect italians attention from their

immediate past amidst the daily experience of bombings hunger displacement and death coming to terms with
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twenty years of dictatorship turned out to be an arduous enterprise whether those who had lived under the fascist

regime wished not to think of it and not to speak any more about it as philosopher benedetto croce maintained it is

hard to ascertain in truth little is known of what italians felt and thought about fascism after its precipitous demise

this book remedies the gap in historical scholarship by assessing how italians confronted their present and

negotiated their past during the two years from the fall of the regime to the definitive defeat of the rsi and the end of

the world war in may 1945 by bringing to life the cultural imaginaries and practices of the past the book raises

ostensibly intractable questions on the epochal impact of what often appears as inconsequential the typically unseen

and seemingly banal power of everyday experiences

Women as Weapons of War 2007 this book presents a clear and comprehensive introduction to the diverse and wide

ranging ethical aspects of war and peace in a fair minded and engaging analysis nigel dower introduces the different

ethical theories in traditional and contemporary debates realism just war theory and pacifism and subjects each to

detailed critical scrutiny he frames these debates within a related but distinct framework of three approaches to

international relations namely skeptical realism internationalism and cosmopolitanism the book also identifies and

evaluates two further important perspectives militarism and pacificism whilst analyzing the advantages and

disadvantages of the different outlooks dower makes a strong case for a cosmopolitan pacificist position arguing that

we need to see peace in more positive terms than merely the absence of war the book uses a wide range of

examples from across the world and includes discussion of nuclear weapons new wars terrorism humanitarian

intervention and human security written as a textbook for students who have no prior knowledge of philosophical

ethics the ethics of war and peace is designed to help students understand and see the relevance of how a

professional philosopher can engage ethically with the world each chapter contains a helpful survey of its contents at

the beginning and a set of questions for individual reflection or group discussion at the end this book will be

essential reading for students of security studies conflict resolution peace studies philosophy and political theory and

anyone interested in the ethical questions which arise from the study of war and peace

Anti-Machiavel 2018-10-17 war and peace is regarded as one of the central works of world literature and charts the

history of the french invasion of russia and the impact of the napoleonic era on tsarist society through the stories of

five russian aristocratic families portions of an earlier version titled the year 1805 were serialized in the russian

messenger between 1865 and 1867 newsweek in 2009 ranked it first in its top 100 books in 2007 time magazine

ranked war and peace third in its poll of the 10 greatest books of all time while anna karenina was ranked first

US Foreign Policy and the Gulf Wars 2014-12-09 to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the end of the civil war

diversion books is publishing seminal works of the era stories told by the men and women who led who fought and

who lived in an america that had come apart at the seams the events leading up to the civil war reveal a country

divided by more than just a belief in or revulsion of slavery it reveals a country still forming even as it fissures and

breaks apart it reveals an industrial north and an agricultural south evolving into enemies even as they mutually

benefit one another it reveals politicians playing to their bases riling up young men especially to take up arms

against their fellow countrymen this astonishing historical work chronicles all this and more exploring the fractious

ideologies and the most important figures who led the country into its bloodiest conflict

The Wars of Religion in France 2018-01-19 the major european powers drafted war plans before 1914 and executed

them in august 1914 none brought the expected victory by christmas why this tightly focused collection of essays by

international experts in military history reassesses the war plans of 1914 in a broad diplomatic military and political

setting for the first time in three decades the book analyzes the war plans of austria hungary france germany great

britain italy and russia on the basis of the latest research and explores their demise in the opening months of world

war i collectively and comparatively these essays place contingency war planning before 1914 in the different
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contexts and challenges each state faced as well as into a broad european paradigm this is the first such

undertaking since paul kennedy s groundbreaking war plans of the great powers 1979 and the end result is

breathtaking in both scope and depth of analysis

Cassell's Illustrated History of the Russo-Turkish War 1897 this volume describes a variety of public mental health

and psychosocial programs in conflict and post conflict situations in africa and asia each chapter details the

psychosocial and mental health aspects of specific conflicts and examines them within their sociopolitical and

historical contexts this volume will be of great interest to psychologists social workers anthropologists historians

human rights experts and psychiatrists working or interested in the field of psychotrauma

Fascism, the War, and Structures of Feeling in Italy, 1943-1945 2023-05-23 discursive practices during war

polarize and politicize gender they normally require men to fulfill a single overriding task destroy the enemy but

impose a series of often contradictory expectations on women the essays in the book establish links between

political ideology history psychology cultural studies cinema literature and gender studies and addresses questions

such as what is the role of women in war or military conflicts beyond the well studied victimization can the often

contradictory expectations of women and their traditional roles be re thought and re constructed how do cultural

representations of women during war times reveal conflicting desires and poke holes in the ideological apparatus of

the state and society

The Ethics of War and Peace 2013-08-26 the carefully selected and edited readings in this book are chronologically

arranged so that students can trace the progression of events and understand the thoughts of those living during the

critical civil war and reconstruction periods both the civil war and reconstruction were pivotal moments in american

history that have shaped race relations perceptions of national power and the relations between the national

government and the states powerful political figures who were often guided by lofty motives found themselves caught

up in circumstances that were largely beyond their direct control issues often proved far more complex than

anticipated and many initial solutions that were set in motion more than 130 years ago continue to affect current u s

politics this book provides american history students and teachers with a handy reference that examines all important

aspects of the civil war and reconstruction eras the author models how an expert scholar interacts with primary

sources thereby providing guidance that shows readers how to pick apart and critically evaluate firsthand the key

documents chronicling these major events in american history the deftly edited readings in this book are presented in

chronological order so that students can trace the progression of events and thinking of various individuals during

the critical civil war and reconstruction periods annotations explain key terms and highlight key portions of laws

presidential speeches and orders supreme court decisions and other sources from the period

Federal Register 1945-07 in this second volume of his consent factory essays c j hopkins continues his irreverent

coverage of the mainstream media and political establishment s reaction to the presidency of donald trump and the

so called new populism that put him in office hilarious furious required reading matt taibbi rolling stone the essays in

this collection cover the insanity of 2018 and 2019 russiagate mass fascism hysteria the new mccarthyism the war

on dissent the hitlerization of jeremy corbyn the demonization of the working classes identity politics and all the rest

of the establishment s war on populism in this time of extreme political polarization and enforced conformity on both

the left and the right hopkins political satire and commentary presents a refreshingly unorthodox analysis of the

forces at play in the world today global capitalism neo nationalism populism neo fascism etc and cuts through the

official propaganda sensationalism and disinformation that often passes for mainstream news featuring popular

hopkins essays like who doesn t love identity politics down with the working classes a russiagate requiem and

trumpenstein must be destroyed the war on populism is an infuriating yet hilarious account of the establishment s

attempts to crush the populist rebellion that began in the summer of 2016 and over the next four years brought
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america to the brink of civil war or perhaps a color revolution

War and Peace 2016-11-03 for the united states the 1991 persian gulf war was a brief and successful military

operation with few injuries and deaths however soon after returning from duty a large number of veterans began

reporting health problems they believed were associated with their service in the gulf at the request of congress the

institute of medicine iom has been conducting an ongoing review of the evidence to determine veterans long term

health problems and potential causes the fourth volume in the series released in 2006 summarizes the long term

health problems seen in gulf war veterans in 2010 the iom released an update that focuses on existing health

problems and identifies possible new ones considering evidence collected since the initial summary gulf war and

health volume 10 is an update of the scientific and medical literature on the health effects associated with

deployment to the gulf war that were identified in volumes 4 and 8 this report reviews and evaluates the associations

between illness and exposure to toxic agents environmental or wartime hazards or preventive measures and

vaccines associated with gulf war service and provides recommendations for future research efforts on gulf war

veterans

The Great Conspiracy (Civil War Classics) 2015-01-20 this book examines the use of presidential power during the

war on terror justin deplato joins the debate on whether the constitution matters in determining how each branch of

the federal government should use its power to combat the war on terror the actions and words of presidents george

w bush and barack obama are examined deplato s findings support the theory that executives use their own

prerogative in determining what emergency powers are and how to use them according to deplato the presidents

argue that their powers are implied in article ii of the constitution not expressed this conclusion renders the

constitution meaningless in times of crisis the author reveals that presidents are becoming increasingly cavalier and

that the nation should consider adopting an amendment to the constitution to proffer expressed executive emergency

powers

War Planning 1914 2009-11-30 this book focuses on the lives struggles and contrasting perspectives of the 60 000

workers military administrators and technical staff employed in the largest most strategic industry of the nationalist

government the armaments industry based in the wartime capital chongqing the author argues that china s arsenal

workers participated in three interlocked conflicts between 1937 and 1953 a war of national liberation a civil war and

a class war the work adds to the scholarship on the chinese revolution which has previously focused primarily on

rural china showing how workers alienation from the military officers directing the arsenals eroded the legitimacy of

the nationalist regime and how the communists mobilized working class support in chongqing moreover in

emphasizing the urban working class and nationalist components of the 1949 revolution the author demonstrates the

multiple sources of workers identities and thus challenges previous studies that have exclusively stressed workers

particularistic or regional identities

War Powers and Military Jurisdiction 1943 from earliest times sex has fascinated and repulsed society in equal

measure in an effort to untangle western society s complex relationship with the realities of sex this provocative

volume explores the ways in which governments religious leaders and cultures in europe tried to regulate sex and

sexuality throughout history from the sacred texts of ancient israel to the slums of 19th century britain this book

explores political legal and cultural controls on consensual sex and the individuals and movements that resisted

them topics range from prostitution and homosexuality to marriage contraception and abortion while traditional

narrative holds that europe alternated between sexual freedom and oppression through the victorian age this work

reveals that the real story of how sex was regulated and how people defied regulation is not so clear cut

Trauma, War, and Violence 2006-04-11 more than 150 key social issues confronting the united states today are

covered in this eight volume set from abortion and adoption to capital punishment and corporate crime from obesity
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and organized crime to sweatshops and xenophobia
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